
On Fast Computation of Continued Frations�Omer E~geio~gluDepartment of Computer SieneUniversity of CaliforniaSanta Barbara, CA 93106C�etin K. Ko�Department of Eletrial EngineeringUniversity of HoustonHouston, TX 77204 Josep Rif�a i ComaDpt. d'Inform�atia. Fa. Ci�eniesUniversitat Aut�onoma de Barelona08193 Bellaterra, SpainAbstratWe give an O(logn) algorithm to ompute the nth onvergent of a periodi ontinued fra-tion. The algorithm is based on matrix representation of ontinued frations, due to Milne-Thomson. This approah also allows for the omputation of �rst n onvergents of a generalontinued fration in O(logn) time using O( nlog n ) proessors.Key Words: algorithms, periodi and general ontinued frations, parallel pre�x omputation.1 IntrodutionA substitution sheme for the omputation of ontinued frations (CFs) was reently proposedin [1℄. This algorithm requires O(log n) number of operations to ompute the nth onvergent ofa periodi CF. In this note we show that a formulation due to Milne-Thomson (matrix-vetorapproah) for arbitrary CFs speializes to the periodi ase with the same time omplexity, and isalso eÆiently parallelizable for general CFs by using parallel pre�x tehniques.Algorithms for the omputation of CFs an be used to ompute quadrati surds, Fibonainumbers, and solutions of seond order linear reurrenes. Fibonai numbers, for example, an beomputed using the following identity" Fn+1Fn # = " 1 11 0 #n " F1F0 # , (1)whih an be derived from a ontinued fration expansion. We an �nd Fn in O(log n) time byomputing the nth power of the above 2 � 2 matrix using the well-known binary method (squareand multiply method) [4℄.The algorithm we propose uses the matrix representation of a general CF, due to L. M. Milne-Thomson (see setion 5.3, pages 108{110 in [7℄). Using the Milne-Thomson matrix representation,the omputation of the kth onvergent of a general CF for k = 1; 2; : : : n is shown to follow fromthe omputation of pre�x produts of n matries. The resulting parallel algorithm an be used toompute all onvergents of a general CF in O(logn) parallel time using O( nlog n) proessors.1



2 Fast Computation of Periodi Continued FrationsConsider the nth onvergent pnqn = a1 + b2a2+ b3a3+ � � � bnan (2)of a given CF. It is shown by Milne-Thomson that pn and qn an be represented as the produt ofn 2� 2 matries" pn pn�1qn qn�1 # = " a1 11 0 # " a2 1b2 0 # " a3 1b3 0 # � � � " an 1bn 0 # . (3)The above representation provides an obvious alternative for the fast omputation of the nthonvergent of a CF. Let Ak = " ak 1bk 0 # for 1 � k � n ;with b1 = 1. We an then write (3) onisely as" pn pn�1qn qn�1 # = A1A2A3 � � �An .A periodi CF with period j is a CF of the forma1 + b2a2+ b3a3+ � � � biai+ e1f1+ e2f2+ � � � ejfj+! , (4)where i and j are onstants and the bar denotes the periodi part. De�neBk = " ek 1fk 0 # for 1 � k � j .Let Gk = A1A2 � � �Ak and Hr = B1B2 � � �Br for 1 � k � i and 1 � r � j. If n < i + j, then thenth onvergent pnqn an be omputed from" pn pn�1qn qn�1 # = Gk ; or " pn pn�1qn qn�1 # = GiHr (5)for k < i and r < j. If n � i+ j, then n = i+ sj + r with s � 1 and 0 � r � j � 1. Thus" pn pn�1qn qn�1 # = Gi s timesz }| {HjHj � � �Hj Hr = GiHsjHr . (6)The above representation of a periodi CF immediately yields an O(log n) algorithm:Theorem 1 The nth onvergent pnqn of a periodi ontinued fration an be omputed in O(log n)time.
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Proof We �rst ompute Gi, Hr, and Hj using O(i)+O(j) arithmeti operations. Note that Hr isomputed during the omputation of Hj sine r < j. We then proeed to ompute Hsj in O(log s)arithmeti operations using the binary method [4℄. The �nal matrix produt GiHsjHr requires onlyO(1) arithmeti operations. Sine i and j are onstants, the total number of arithmeti operationsis O(log s) = O(log n� i� rj ) = O(log n) . 2We see that the Milne-Thomson matrix representation provides an O(log n) algorithm for om-puting periodi CFs. For the justi�ation of the identity (1) to ompute the Fibonai numbers,onsider the well-known CF expansion of the golden ratio:1 +p52 = 1 + 11+ 11+ 11+ � � � ,in whih the nth onvergent is Fn+1Fn . The Milne-Thomson onstrution gives" Fn+1 FnFn Fn�1 # = " 1 11 0 # " 1 11 0 # " 1 11 0 # � � � " 1 11 0 # = " 1 11 0 #n ,whih is equivalent to (1).3 Parallel Computation of General Continued FrationsThe Milne-Thomson matrix representation an be utilized to design a parallel algorithm for theomputation of a general CF as well.Theorem 2 All onvergents pkqk for k = 1; 2; 3 : : : ; n of a general CF an be omputed omputed inO(log n) parallel time using O( nlog n) proessors.Proof The omputation of pk and qk for all k = 1; 2; : : : ; n requires the omputation of the pre�xproduts of the matries Ak for 1 � k � n. This an be done in O(log n) matrix multipliationswith O(n) proessors using a parallel pre�x algorithm [6, 3, 2, 5, 8℄. Sine eah matrix is 2 � 2,the total number of arithmeti operations is equal to O(log n). With a little more e�ort, we anredue the required number of proessors by a fator of O(log n): the pre�xes of n elements an beomputed in O(np +log p) time using p proessors [5℄. Choosing p = nlog n , the parallel time beomesO nnlog n + log nlog n! = O(log n� log log n) = O(log n) :Thus the �rst n onvergents of a general CF an be omputed in O(log n) time with O( nlog n)proessors. 2Referenes[1℄ K. L. Chung, W. C. Chen, and F. C. Lin, \Fast Computation of Periodi Continued Frations,"Information Proessing Letters, Vol. 33, No. 2, pages 67{72, 10 November 1989.3
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